



 

Khanzada Dialect and Its Role in origination and

Evolution of Urdu Language

Mewat (Rajisthan) is the home land of khanzada, Jado Rajput

ruled Mewat and it was remain a strong  hold fort of these Jadu

Rajputs (Khanazadas), A Member or these Jadu Rajput ruler family,

Raja Sanpar pal Jadu Bansi Rajput, embraced Islam on the hand of

Hazrat Naseer Uddin Charagh Dehlvi (R.A) during the reign or Feroz

Shah Thughluq, Ruler of Dehli sultanate. He was given the Islamic

name of Raja Bhadhur Nahar Khan beg the ruler of the Dehli, Raja

Bahdhur Nahar Khan laid the foundation of Independent sovereign

Khanzada state Mewat, which continue nearly Two hundred years.

Khanzada Dialect of Mewat (Rahisthan) in an old dialect, after the

creation of Pakistan in 1947, the whole Khanzada nation magrated to

Pakistan settled in Sindh, now  dealect which belong to Khanzadas,

Now called Khanzada dialec. These dialect originate from Sanskrat an

Aryan dialect and also called Khanzada dialect. These dialect belong

to the suburbs of Dehli. It should be considered in that Mewat region

is the nearest region of Dehli. It is therefore, Role of khanzada dialect

established in the creation and development or Urdu language. This

research study is present in this article.
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 The Mewati chiefs of the Persian historians who were probably the

representatives of the ancient lords of Mewat these mewaties were called

KHANZADASsee khanzada 
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 In the time of M.RBakhtawar Singh, a family of Khanzadas held many

villages round the present site of Govindgarh, Nawab Zulfikar Khan was

the principal. His seat was known as the fort of Ghasaoli, about A.D1803

Bakhtawar Singh in conjunction with the marhattas, expelled him and

the 500 horse he is said to have employed. Ghasaoli fort was destroyed

and the site of it now a Raj grass preserve. The local seat of authority

was removed to govindgarh a spot very near the old fort. 


 Behrawat, a village four mils south of govindgarsh, containing in

habitants here there is a platform and building (thara)where formerly

Nahar khan Khanzada brother of Zulfikar Khan Khanzada already

mentioned. Dispensed justice and a ruined fort in which belonged to

Nahar Khan or his brother, still come to this thara to settle disputed by

oath. 
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 castes of Punjab 
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,late settlement officer of Alwar AlwarPowlett,maj,pw,gazatter of Ulwur 

,trubner and ludgate hill London.1878.
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